Mail From Japan to US, Hawaii In Oct.

Hilo, Hawaii T. H., Fri., September 29, 1944

Mail will be accepted on Tuesday, September 30, at the Hilo post office from 9 a.m. to noon. Mail will be accepted until midnight. This will be the last mail this year to Hawaii from Japan. Airmail will be sent in airmail bags to the Washington office.

From Hawaii to Japan

Hawaii mail will be accepted for shipment to Japan from 9 a.m. to noon on September 30. Mail will be accepted for shipment to Japan until midnight. Hawaii mail will be sent in airmail bags to the Washington office.

WAGE AND HR. BILL PASSES 2ND READING

The bill was passed by the house and sent to the Senate on September 28. It is now up to the Senate to act on it. The bill will then be sent back to the House for further consideration.

Japan to Control All ARS

The Japanese government has decided to control all ARS, or Air Raid Shelters, in Japan. This decision was made in response to the recent increase in air raids.

290 SERVICE MEN SCHEDULED TO RETURN HERE

A total of 290 service men are scheduled to return to Japan on October 12. They will be flown to Japan in a special flight. The service men will be housed in a special camp near the airport.

MONGOLIA WITH PLANS TO ADVANCE

Mongolia has plans to advance its economy and improve its infrastructure. The government is working on a new program to improve the country's economy and infrastructure.

Hula Class for Adults

A hula class for adults will be held at the recently designated Hilo Higashi Hongwanji on September 30. The class will be conducted by the Hilo Higashi Hongwanji, and will be open to all adults.

KALAINAOLE PTA HOLDS FIRST VOTING MEETING

The Kalainaole Parent-Teachers Association held its first voting meeting on September 29. The meeting was held in the Hilo Center.

THE GOVERNMENT BASED ON IDEALS OF GOOD CITIZENSHIP

The government of the United States is based on the ideals of good citizenship. The government is dedicated to upholding these ideals and promoting the welfare of all citizens.

Hopi Discount Sweat Shopping

Hopi Discount Sweat shopping will be held on October 1. The shopping event will be held in the Hilo Center.

LEADING JAPANESE ISLANDS

Hawaii, Iwo Jima, and the other islands in the United States will be the site of the most important military operations in the coming years.

South Seas

South Seas is a phrase used to describe the area of the Pacific Ocean that is located south of the equator.

KAHUNA LEIGE:

In the South Seas, a kahuna leige is a person who has the expertise to conduct ceremonies and rituals.

Air Raids

Air raids were a common occurrence during World War II. The United States and Japan were at war, and air raids were a frequent occurrence.

Day of Infamy

The Day of Infamy refers to December 7, 1941, when the United States was attacked by Japan.

AMERICA ON GUARD

The United States is on guard against any potential threat to its security.

A GOVERNMENT BASED ON IDEALS OF GOOD CITIZENSHIP

The government of the United States is based on the ideals of good citizenship. The government is dedicated to upholding these ideals and promoting the welfare of all citizens.
**THE HAWAII MAINICHI**

Friday, September 26, 1941

**TRAVELER, Ho!**

JEANE BOWMAN

---

Ann McCarthy, writer-learned and indefatigable, has a genius for covering a story. Her latest one is no exception. She also has a knack for "telling" the story, which is just another way of saying that she does it in a way that makes it easy for the reader to follow the story. In this case, she has the story of the Japanese invasion of the Philippines.

Ann started at the beginning, and now we are at the end. She has written a story that is so well put together that it is easy to follow the events. She has also written a story that is so well written that it is easy to understand.

---

**READY FOR Launching—**Now U.S. navy patrols on ways to Federal shipbuilding plants. Kennedy, N. Y., just before launching. Author Margaret Mitchell is scheduled to缺席it. Work was held up on cruiser in recent strike.

---

**BLINDNESS . . . anomalies**

A balance of some twenty years ago on the matter of blindness and other eye anomalies is not the same as that of 1930. The eye is a very complex organ, and the anomalies of the eye are equally as complex. The anomalies of the eye are not just a matter of the eye itself, but are also a matter of the whole body. The anomalies of the eye are more than just a matter of the eye, but are also a matter of the whole body.

---

**GRID HIGHWAYS—**Not battle doctors, they're just down on Federal shipbuilding plants. Kennedy, N. Y., just before launching. Author Margaret Mitchell is scheduled to缺席it. Work was held up on cruiser in recent strike.
**Dr. Kagawa Lauds American Christians on Influence for Good Exerted in Japan**

Dr. Kagawa, noted Japanese-Christian leader, speaking before a large gathering of American Baptists and Christianity in Japan, voiced the belief that the spiritual influences which the Christian Baptists had had in the United States were not as great as the spiritual influence of Japan on the United States.

Upon his experiences in Christianity in the United States and Japan and regarding there was no such thing as Christianity in the United States as was the spiritual influence of Japan on the United States, Dr. Kagawa said, "I believe in the power of Japan." He said that Japan had been the source of spiritual strength for the United States.

Dr. Kagawa said that he had been impressed with the spiritual strength of the United States and that the spiritual influence of Japan on the United States was not as great as the spiritual influence of Japan on the United States.
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DODGERS COP NATIONAL LEAGUE PENNANT

Alano Stagno  
PRaises Rainbows

BAXTER STADIUM, Sept. 30.—After the University of Hawaii overwritten for top honors in Pacific 14-Cup Coach Alano Stagno raised to 16 from 15. This was that it was "a well-balanced team" that was "in good form" and "will not be available this year, but Hank Norberg and they are being molded into position by Lawson."

Graff and Meyer both regulars last year when they play the University of Oregon gridders at Patterson, Stable, Jones, Ed. McCain and Ed. Johannson. This remark was a decided tribute to the HPS season. It was Albert who helped, with his skill and daring, the Indians lineup was effected very little by them. Two good commercial and business men's teams in the various HRC

BEATS BRAVES M E CARDS SUFFER DEFEAT FROM BUCS

With but two years left in their Cuba's premier baseball league, the Cuba's premier

LEAGUES DANCE SLOTTED

ANNUAL FALL SOCIAL DANCES MAKES SUCCESSFUL END

The Hilo communities will be the scene of another of HRC league dances today at the fair. Both the Men's and Women's will be held on the grounds of the fair.

The Hilo community, under the capable tutelage of their veteran coach, will no doubt spark the remodeled football league is calling for a football league(APRIL 1, 1942)

ST. MARY'S QUINTET OPENS PRACTICE FOR 1942 SEASON

With last year's team returning intact, St. Mary's quarterback is looking forward to a favored year this fall.

Onomea Lassies To Show in Final Tilt

Mrs. Harold C. Oda, captain of the Over 400,000 FAIR

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

The University of Hawaii loses two of their top players in the current team. Ed. Kahel, the team's leading scorer, and Ed. Johannson, who was a key member of the Sports team in the last season.

The Tigers, under the capable tutelage of their senior quarterback, will be hoping for a favored season this fall.

Louis is favored To Win over Nova

喜ぱしき事であろミ父兄も敎

アキナ・ベドロの一騎打
下院議場激論の花増漫
共進会に異彩を観る

邦立校教師の

発表案否決

九月六十八上院で

以上の會

会モ進 ら食 ギ

狂戦を組織す

査倉を組織

の撒

的プログラムぱ委艮會で决定

今後は一層のスターブレードと御

利用下さいます

今後は一層のスターブレードと御